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Anthropogenic geology (AG) is the study of geological materials and morphologies created, reshaped, or otherwise modified by humans and human activity. Geologists and geological surveys need to include anthropogenically created geology into their science discipline to sustainably resource classify human-made deposits driven by socioeconomic models rather than natural forces. Concepts coupled to anthropogenic geology like circular economy, geosystem services, secondary resources, etc., are important features for the implementation of AG into sustainable economics and resource handling. Thus, it is important for geological surveys and other public agents to gain deep knowledge into these concepts and how the public agents can support sustainable use of anthropogenic geological features.
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INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is to discuss and identify what role the public sector, with special emphasis on the geological surveys, plays in the development of the Anthropogenic Geology (AG) discipline. We do this by highlighting the role of anthropogenic geology in our society today and in the future and connect this discipline with the increasing demand for geologic materials and increasing land use.

The current and future forming of the geological landscape is increasingly dominated by human activity and the major forces forming and shaping different geological environments are socioeconomic as well as geological and geomorphological. Generally, the geological material produced by human activities is the combined results of past and present human activities on the site. Humanity’s impact on the geosphere spans from its surface down to depths of several thousand meters and today, humans are the largest geomorphological force on the planet: in 2015, global anthropogenic production of sediments exceeded natural supply by a factor of 24 (Cooper et al., 2018). Already in the 1950s, human activity took over as the main geomorphological driving force compared to natural sediment flux systems. The post-1950 period of the so called “Great Acceleration” is in general characterized by the large-scale, human-induced changes in socioeconomic and biophysical systems (Steffen et al., 2015) and thus, it has been suggested by the Anthropocene Working Group that this point in time should mark the beginning of this stratigraphic epoch called the “Anthropocene” (Zalasiewicz et al., 2017).

Also, anthropogenic processes take place on much shorter time scales than many natural processes and can have a much higher and immediate impact on human society. The proposed Anthropocene is also often looked upon from a “global gaze” (Biermann et al., 2016) and less attention is given to regional and local environmental changes that are entangled within global connections such as the global market. For this reason, human
activities and human impacts on the planet and its different regions and societies can be considered as a geological and geophysical system. This system is not driven by mainly natural forces, but by socioeconomic forces. Socioeconomics and behavioural economics are areas not normally connected to geosciences, and particularly not from a scientific perspective. But with increasing geological deposits created by human activity, the geological community and especially the governmental agencies, such as geological surveys, need to address these new geological settings (and processes). To characterize anthropogenic resources from artificial ground there is a need to develop the AG discipline with knowledge tools and methods. This includes the ability to develop and correctly assess the results from geophysical methods (e.g., Sandrin et al., 2020; Jonsson et al., 2023), geochemistry (Jonsson et al., 2023) and new sedimentary settings (Dijkstra et al., 2019) of such deposits.

This paper is divided into four parts. First, a brief review of the development of the anthropogenic geology discipline is presented as well as a suggestion by the authors on a common definition of the term. The second part presents a processual model through which anthropogenic geology is created where we present a model based on socioeconomics as the driving force and give examples of the types of geology that are the result of such a process. In the third part we present three cases from Sweden describing different settings of anthropogenic geology. Finally, in the fourth part we discuss the way forward to map, characterize, and classify anthropogenic geology as resources. We use the United Nations Framework Classification—system (UNFC; UNECE, 2018; UNECE, 2019; UNECE, 2021) as a baseline and show how public sector organisations (geological surveys and other agencies) can contribute to the challenges (as identified by Winterstetter et al., 2021) that needs to be addressed to make anthropogenic geological resources sustainably useful for the society.

A SUMMARY OF THE HISTORY, STATE, AND DEVELOPMENT OF ANTHROPOGENIC GEOLOGY

Generally geologists have only recently put interest into the study of anthropogenic deposits, although the idea of artificial ground as a significant geology have a long history (e.g., Sherlock, 1922; Butzer, 1971). Butzer (1971 page 4) concluded in his introduction that Pleistocene geologists have until the 1970’s almost ignored the presence of humans and their impact on the environment. Until recently this used to be a field for archaeologists to study through archaeological stratigraphy, thus the concept anthropogenic geology in part, converge these two fields. Artificial ground was first shown on geological maps in the 1960s (cf. Edgeworth, 2014), but it was not until the 1990s this type of mapping became more of a standard, and still in many areas and countries it is not. Investigation of artificial grounds has mainly concerned assessment of stability and contamination of land for development. However, in relation to discussion of the proposed Anthropocene, and with the emergence of an exploding urbanization in recent decades accelerating exploitation of further nature into anthropogenic materials and resources (Zalasiewicz et al., 2008; 2011)–the concept of anthropogenic geology has become a more profound general interest to geoscientists (Price et al., 2011; Ford et al., 2014). Of special interest is the potential use of anthropogenic (i.e., artificial) materials as a renewed raw material that can be utilised as a replacement for the natural material that would otherwise be needed to be exploited.

There does not seem to exist a clear definition on the term “Anthropogenic Geology.” In a broads sense it can be defined as deposits created as a result of human activity. Several researchers divide anthropogenic deposits according to two overlapping processes (Price et al., 2011; Zalasiewicz et al., 2011): 1) the creation of novel sedimentary environments and sediments (artificial ground) and 2) modifications to natural sedimentary environments through processes such as damming, coastal reclamation or straightening of rivers (Svivtski and Kettner, 2011). Common terms referring to anthropogenic geology include anthropogenic deposit(s), anthropogenic resource(s), anthropogenic materials and resources (Zalasiewicz et al., 2011; Ford et al., 2014; Peloggia, 2018a).

There are also “Anthropogeomorphology” (sensu Haldar and Sapati, 2018) and “Anthropocene palaeontology” (sensu Williams et al., 2019) as well as other terms that are closely linked to the concept/discipline of AG. This only strengthen the need for a common nomenclature that describes the fact that humans today are a geological force and does create geology through human activity, hence the term “anthropogenic geology.” Thus, we propose a definition of anthropogenic geology as:

Anthropogenic geology is the study of geological materials and morphologies created, reshaped, or otherwise modified by humans and human activity.

This definition is partly synonymous to environmental geology which is defined as the interaction of humans with the geological environment (cf Bennett and Doyle, 1997). Anthropogenic geology singles out the geology that is driven by human actions. Environmental geology is a wider definition on the human effect on all geological environments, including what can be considered as a natural setting. Thus, anthropogenic geology can be seen as a subset of Environmental geology. Peloggia (2018b) considers the rock cycle and suggest a new model which incorporate processes and geological materials produced by humanity. This is much in line with some of the suggestions already made by others (Cathcart, 2011; Ford et al., 2014; Underwood, 2001a; Underwood, 2001b). Peloggia (2018b) tries to expand the anthropogenic part of the Cathcart-Underwood rock-cycle and complement this with a box for the unconsolidated materials produced by humanity, including soils, sediments,
technogenic materials and others into this scheme. Also, Peloggia (2018b) concludes a need to further develop and improve this scheme. However, putting the anthropogenic geology as a part of the natural rock cycle is not straightforward since the forces that underly the anthropogenic geology differs from the forces of nature that delimits the other parts of the rock cycle. Instead, the anthropogenic geology is better described by a model based primarily on socioeconomics.

THE SOCIOECONOMIC GEOLOGICAL MODEL

The driving force of anthropogenic geology lies in the socioeconomic context, i.e., market forces, behavioural aspects and other driving forces behind the fact that humans alter the Earth in a fashion that is not explained by the forces of nature. Thus, anthropogenic geology is driven by market demand and economic development and results in a novel type of geology and geologic landscape. Figure 1 shows a concept map of the anthropogenic geological model (or the socioeconomically driven geological process).

This concept map is not intended as a complete model but emphasizes the societal driving forces of anthropogenic geology, with the human factor as the main contributor. In order to better prospect and map anthropogenically made geological resources the factors and forces driven by the social-geological field is important to understand, including its economic (monetary) systems. Mora (2013) stated:

“As a historical and interpretative science, geology can inform society about interactions in coupled human-environmental systems because our skills and proficiencies allow us to recognize the varying manifestations of phenomena at different spatial and temporal scales.”

The geological discipline is profound for the contribution to the implementation and understanding of the Agenda 2030 and the Global Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs; Gill, 2017; Stewart and Gill, 2017; Smelror, 2020; Gill and Smith, 2021). Geoscience is in a way the basic pre-requisite for all other human and nature functions and there is today a lack of understanding of this in modern society. This poses a risk that efforts towards preservation and restoration of the nature are in vain, likewise the much-needed inclusion of nature into socioeconomics. Partially, this is due to poor understanding on what impact geology and geological systems have on society, and perhaps even less so for the socioeconomic impact and influence on geology itself.

Anthropogenic geology requires knowledge from not only natural sciences, but a cross-knowledge of natural-, social-, economic-, philosophical- and political sciences. There are several disciplines and concepts, both new and already established, that are relevant to anthropogenic geology. Secondary resources, urban mining, circular economy, as well as different concepts such as geosystem services are all examples of recent developments in socioeconomics where anthropogenic geology play a vital role.

The Concept of Geosystem Services

Geosystem services is a concept that parallels the concept of ecosystem services, and describes the benefits derived from the abiotic part of nature. Lundin Frisk et al. (2022) identified from literature two definitions of geosystem services: geosystem services as underpinned by geodiversity (definition A), and geosystem services as related to services from the subsurface (definition B). Definition A. (sensu Fox et al., 2020 and referring to Gray, 2011), define geosystem services as “all services associated with geodiversity independent of interactions with biotic nature” (Fox et al., 2020). In this definition, geodiversity underpins and specifies the basis for the flow of services stemming from both the biotic and abiotic features of the ecosystem (Gordon et al., 2012; Gordon and Barron, 2013; Gray et al., 2013; Alahuhta et al.,
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2018). According to Boothroyd and McHenry (2019), the definition of geodiversity is synthesized as “the natural range (diversity) of geological (rocks, minerals, fossils), geomorphological (landforms, topography, physical processes), soil and hydrological features. It includes their assemblages, structures, systems, and contributions to landscapes.” Definition B. is derived from the works by van Ree and van Beukering (2016) and van Ree et al. (2017) that defined geosystem services as “the goods and services that contribute to human wellbeing specifically resulting from the subsurface” (van Ree and van Beukering, 2016). The authors formulated a distinction between the stocks (e.g., mineral resources, stability) and the flows of services (associated with geological, energy and material cycles) stemming from these stocks. The geosystem services are here differentiated from ecosystem services by van Ree and van Beukering (2016) as originating from the deep-seated stocks, rather than from the critical zone where most of the biotic activity takes place where the pedosphere forms a transition zone between the two types of services (van Ree et al., 2017).

As soon as anthropogenic materials are accumulated (or exhumed forming voids) as a part of the ground and subsurface, they will have some form of geosystem function, and subsequently be a part of forming different benefits for humans as geosystem services. Whether or not such services are “true” geosystem services or not may be debated. But one might see the analogue to artificially made parks, grasslands, etc. that are defined as urban Ecosystem Services where “nature” contributes to the human needs in different ways. Thus, AG may well be seen as potential geosystem services, that are custom made by humans. As an example, there are different geological functions that are contributing to resilience of a town; infiltration (permeability), storage of water (sewage systems), flood protection (protection walls) etc. These can be naturally occurring or be man-made for that specific purpose.

The concept of geosystem services regardless of chosen definition, will help us define the anthropogenic geology functions and benefits in situ.

Secondary Resources

Of special emphasis is the concept of “Secondary resources.” This concept in geology refers to the mining of a primary resource such as a base metal, and where a secondary resource may be extracted from the residues (waste material) of the beneficiation of the primary resource. Typically, this can be another metal that was not economical at the time of mining, or a material such as silica sand or aggregates.

Secondary resources have grown in attention through several factors:

1. Increased demand in metals due to a long period of economic growth and development as well as increased demand for metals and materials for the energy transition towards more climate friendly energy sources puts pressure on the supply-side. This leads to an increased interest in old waste heaps and tailings from past mining and beneficiation activities (i.e., activities that enhance the content of a mined product like metal in a metal ore), where there might be a potential to re-beneficiate this material through modern and more effective methods and processes (Hallberg and Reginiussen, 2020; Mulenshi et al., 2021).

2. Former metal-contents of possible by-products in the beneficiation processes that where not considered economical is now, due to price and demand increase as well as new technology possible to extract. Several tailings from metal ores are here considered as potential REE-sources (e.g., Moran-Palacios et al., 2019).

3. Tailings are normally considered environmental hazards, and as such need to be remediated. As a part of the remediation process, metals and other materials may be extracted and due to the cost-reduction for the remediation itself, be economical (e.g., Suppes and Heuss-Aßbichler, 2021).

In recent years, the interest in materials and metals derived from secondary resources have increased dramatically and there are ongoing research and development activities all over the world that address different possibilities for the re-use of industrial and mining waste as a source for extraction.

Urban Mining

Urban Mining is a concept that involves activities and processes for recovery of materials from the urban setting. This includes buildings, infrastructure, and waste (cf. Cossu and Williams, 2015). The term “urban mining” was originally used by Jacobs (1969), with the idea of utilizing the cities as the mines of the future. It involves all kinds of materials and entities that may be used as a potential raw material for some form of beneficiation and production. This includes everything from food residues to plastics and building materials as well as different types of waste materials, such as aggregate masses, bricks, and concrete waste, different metal scraps, etc. All these wastes are to be considered as anthropogenic deposits and may be treated as a part of the social-geological system. Sackett (2016) builds on this idea and argues for the elemental consumption cycles of metals, minerals, and carbohydrates (plastics and fuels) are mostly found above ground today, and even more so in the future. He concludes that biogeochemical cycles must produce as much useful resources as they consume for humanity to be truly sustainable to preserve humanity’s place in the biosphere and suggests a more holistic view on mining that address the need to reframe the whole concept of mining. Ongondo et al. (2015) introduces a concept of “Distinct Urban Mine” and defines this as “a delimited space within the anthroposphere (i.e., the total human presence throughout the Earth system including culture, technology, built environment, and associated activities; sensu Kuhn and Heckelei, 2010) that has a high concentration of particular products or materials” The concept is drawn as a parallel to primary mines. In contrast, Johansson et al. (2013) argues that the term Urban Mining is inadequate to
encompass all the technosphere and suggest the term Technosphere mining instead to more clearly define the stocks and flows derived from the actual technosphere.

Recent estimates emphasise that there is not enough material within the technosphere that is accessible to cover future demands (especially for base and critical metals). For example, less than one-third out of a total of around 60 metals, have more than 50% recycling rate during their lifetime (UNEP et al., 2011). More than half (34 out of 60) of the metals have less than 1 per cent recycling rate. The recovery rate for some critical raw materials (rare earths, indium, gallium, germanium, lithium and beryllium) is less than 1%. Also, estimates show that recycled materials may provide 65% of the energy transition’s need for cobalt, 75% of lithium and up to 90% of nickel by 2050 (Gregoir and van Acker, 2021). Urban Mining needs to be one part of the resource base together with conventional mining as well as extraction from secondary resources (re-mining).

Anthropogenic Geology in the Circular Economy (CE)

In the CE the focus is on minimising the waste fraction by re-entering materials and products before they are considered a waste. Some of these residuals will still end up as entities called waste, scrap, masses, etc. In AG residuals like excavation masses, certain industrial wastes as well as mining waste may be considered as geological deposits and thus allows for a viewpoint that may consider them as potential raw materials to be re-introduced into the CE model (Figure 2).

In the circular economic model (cf. European Commission, 2020a; European Commission, 2020b; European Commission, 2020c; Figure 2) as much materials as possible are to stay and re-purpose within the circular chain. This can happen in different stages (Figure 2). The easiest is to reuse the product as it is. Next step is to refurbish, after that step is repair followed by remake and recycle. However, there are losses in the system of material that will end up as waste, and eventually form a anthropogenic deposit. Anthropogenic geology can act as a link back for such materials to re-appear as raw materials for the circular economy again. Thus, AG may assist to connect the end dots of the circular economic system through resource re-classification of waste products and masses, making it even more conceptually sustainable. The concept of CE is an important aspect of the need for AG as a discipline for the present and future.

Anthropogenic geology is vital to obtain correct and optimal re-usage of geological resources. Excavated and unused masses are often considered a cost-bearing and environmental problem and not a potential product of value. A geological context for anthropogenic materials enables the application of methods and models for resource classification to ensure the maximum benefit from such materials. For instance, mineralogical information is important for
secondary resource mining, and petrologic, geotechnic, mineralogic and chemical characteristics are important to obtain to assess the re-use and productification of shaft aggregate masses.

There are examples of different CE approaches for AG (Danthurebandara et al., 2015; Kakkos et al., 2020). Kakkos et al. (2020) uses a Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) approach for Urban Mining in construction in Switzerland where the primary resources are seen as a step zero (i.e., Non-circular). Their study estimates the impacts and benefits of conventional versus a circular construction practice applied to various buildings with different parameters and the country-level environmental potential savings that could be achieved through this switch in construction practice. Their results shows on a significant impact on energy and material over conventional methods, strengthening the role for Urban Mining in the circular economy. The role of already present materials and resources such as soils, masses, and ground water remain unclear in these LCAs. Kakkos et al. (2020) illustrates a high need for CE models and methods for assessment of the life-cycle impact of buildings. Development of the anthropogenic geology discipline is key to address parts of construction not defined and included in the LCA-model, such as the ground and the subsurface (sensu Norrman et al., 2021) and derived functions.

EXAMPLES OF ANTHROPOGENIC GEOLOGICAL SYSTEMS

Anthropogenic geology is in many ways manifested by the process of urbanization (cf. Ongondo et al., 2015; Chambers et al., 2016; Norrman et al., 2016; Sackett, 2016; Haldar and Sapat, 2018; Hooimeijer and Maring, 2018; Luberti, 2018; Terrington et al., 2018; 2019; Dijkstra et al., 2019; Kakkos et al., 2020; Aldebei and Dombi, 2021). A lot of urban areas today are on artificial ground. Cities, especially very large cities are expanding on landfills and old industrial areas as new ground becomes scarcer due to the expansion itself. Also, new policies on preservation of agricultural and natural environments put further pressure on cities to develop in already exploited areas. However, if we look at where waste is produced and where very large areas of material are deposited, we must look at mining and industry. These types of deposits generate the bulk of waste materials, exceeding urban waste by far. In Sweden in 2020, the mining industry produced approximately 116 Mtonnes of waste, followed by the construction industry in second place that produced a total of 142 Mtonnes (SEPA, 2022b). Another important source of waste material is the pulp and paper industry (1,6 Mtonnes in 2020). The total amount of waste generated in Sweden in 2020 was 152 Mtonnes. Thus, the bulk of sedimentary environments produced by humans and anthropogenic activities is found where mines and beneficiation industries are situated, where construction materials and mass deposits are situated, and in the vicinity of paper and pulp industries. From these settings, three cases, all from Sweden, are presented where we further elaborate the geology of such environments.

Fiberbanks–Deposits of Contaminated Industrial Cellulose

Thick deposits of cellulose derived from historical wastewater discharges from the pulp and paper industry are found on shallow sea, lake and river floors, mainly in the northern hemisphere (Poole et al., 1977; Pearson, 1980; Apler et al., 2019; 2020; Snowball et al., 2020). Extensive mapping projects undertaken in Sweden reveals that these anthropogenic derived fiberbanks vary in size from c. 1,000 m² to 0.5 km², and the thickness of these deposits generally exceeds 6 m (Apler, 2021). The fiberbanks are today associated with a number of environmental issues, such as pollution of water and benthic fauna (Apler et al., 2020; Dahlberg et al., 2020; 2021), as well as greenhouse gas emissions (Lehoux et al., 2021).

The formation of fiberbanks is closely linked to the development of the pulp and paper industry in the boreal forest region where it has played an important socioeconomic role throughout the 20th and 21st centuries (Kivistö et al., 2008; Järvinen et al., 2012; Bogdanski, 2014). In the Nordic countries, pulp and paper has been produced from wood raw material since the latter part of the 19th century (Järvinen et al., 2012). A significant increase in pulp and paper production was seen after World War II as the demand for paper products increased in western Europe. This increase correlates with the post-1950 period of the so-called “Great Acceleration,” characterized by large-scale human-induced changes in socioeconomic and biophysical systems (Steffen et al., 2015). At this time, the less developed manufacturing methods resulted in a loss of about 10%–20% of the wooden (cellulose) fibres to the factory wastewater (Norrlin, 2015), and the lack of environmental legislation enabled factories to emit suspended particles into adjacent recipient waters where they accumulated. In addition to cellulose and other suspended matter, the wastewater contained process chemicals and metals which were subsequently incorporated into the fiberbanks adsorbed to the cellulose fibres. The cellulose emissions from the pulp and paper industry reached a maximum during the 1960s, after which a regression started due to anti-pollution measures and the closure of many smaller, outdated mills (Jerkeman and Norrlin, 2018).

Today, over half a century later, the fiberbanks still remain and there is no estimation of the lifespan over which they will decompose and disappear from the aquatic system. In some places, sedimentation of natural materials on top of fiberbanks occur with potential re-colonization of lifeforms (Apler et al., 2020). However, barren fiberbank areas are in majority (Norrlin and Josefsson, 2017). A study on the sedimentological archive in a Swedish estuary heavily influenced by historical pulp and paper industry discharges show that metal concentrations diminish over time and that the water quality at the fiberbank sites usually remain below ecotoxicological
threshold values (Apler et al., 2019; Apler, 2021). The geological sediment archive from this estuary clearly illustrates the impact of humans with the rise of an industrial era, the introduction of environmental legislation and subsequent aquatic system recovery. Although the established chemocronology demonstrates decreased metal pollution over time it fails to reveal the current hotspots (fiberbanks), which will remain for decades to come. Factors such as shore-line displacement that take place in the northern hemisphere and climate change complicate the long-term assessment of the impact fiberbanks pose on their surroundings. These knowledge gaps in relation to fiberbanks hinder the achievement of national quality objectives and the fulfilment of Agenda 2030 goals.

Currently, fiberbanks are not considered an asset. This is partly due to lack of knowledge on the material characteristics and content of these deposits, and to several unknown and uncertain factors considering environmental effects on the aquatic environment associated to extracting fibres from these banks (Apler et al., 2019; Dahlberg et al., 2020). Pricing of wood for pulp and market demand as well as technical costs for dredging and extraction are other important factors for making the fiberbanks a resource reality. However, fibre extraction as a part of a remediation act is a possibility not tested. Fiberbanks are to be seen as a possible future asset that needs to be mapped and classified to get knowledge of their potential as a pulp-fibre source.

**Aggregates and Mass Handling in Urban Areas**

Vast amounts of aggregates are needed every year for construction and infrastructure. The yearly consumption of aggregates per person in Sweden is around 10 tonnes. For construction of a normal sized villa ca. 100 tonnes of aggregates are needed, and to build 1 km railroad require ca. 48,000 tonnes of aggregates (SGU, 2022b). The continuous extraction of new geological material from quarried bedrock or natural sand and gravel is not a long-term sustainable solution to our demand for building material, wherefor there is a need to investigate alternative options for the supply of aggregates. Thus, the building sector is particularly prioritized in the new circular economy action plan of the European commission (European commission, 2020a).

The amount of rock aggregates that are being reused in Europe varies significantly between the different countries. Countries that have less access to suitable geology will not be able to produce new rock aggregates to meet the demands. These are countries where, for example, soft sedimentary rocks dominate or there are many conflicting interests for land use. Such countries, including Belgium and the Netherlands, are instead relying on import or reuse of rock aggregate material (British Geological Survey, 2016). In Sweden, less than 5% of the total production of rock aggregates comes from reused material, while the same number in, for example, Belgium is 30% (UEPG, 2023). The low numbers of reused rock aggregates in Sweden could be a result of that crystalline bedrock suitable for aggregate production is widely available over the country, and therefore the incentive of reusing aggregates is less strong. Some other reasons for the low amount of reuse in Sweden could be a lack of ownership and knowledge on how to process and deal with reused rock aggregates, for example, there is not enough spaces to store reused material.

In Sweden, there has been a significant decrease of the natural sand and gravel extraction over the last 25 years, and most aggregates used for construction material are now derived from crushed bedrock (SGU, 2022b). The vast majority (more than 90%) of the material used for aggregate production in Sweden is new material taken directly out of quarries, and a minor part of the bedrock is excavated during large infrastructure projects. The quality of the aggregates depends mostly on their mineralogical, chemical, and physical properties, but also to some extent on the methods used during crushing (Göransson et al., 2018). Therefore, a current key task of the Geological Survey of Sweden (SGU) is to investigate the Swedish geology to determine its rock quality and suitability as aggregates for road, railroad, and concrete. Investigations are particularly focused in areas where there is a large demand, such as in urban areas and in preparation for large infrastructure projects. These types of data can be used for regional material supply planning and the ambition is to optimize the use of excavated material, identify competing interests of the ground and minimize transport during mass handling.

The trend on increasing demand for land for, e.g., urbanisation, nature conservation, natural and material resource excavation, agriculture, forestry as well as culture and recreational purposes gives rise to increase in conflicting interests. The land use pressure is enhanced by climate-change factors that increases the risk for some areas to be inaccessible (heat, sea-level rise, draught, changes in rain-fall patterns, etc.). All such factors limit the availability of natural sand, gravel, and bedrock for aggregate production. Schoning and Mortensen (2021) showed that for the southernmost part of Sweden (Skåne county) the available area for aggregate production is strongly limited and often in areas at a distance from the actual needs. They conclude that new strategies for aggregate material supply needs to be adopted for the area. Thus, promising alternative options for the supply of aggregates to the construction sector may be sought by finding ways to refine the deposits created through the mechanisms of anthropogenic geology. Examples of such deposit resources are aggregate extraction and mass handling during construction work. Crystalline bedrock that is extracted during infrastructure projects such as tunnelling (tunnelling rock, or in Swedish referred to as entreprenadberg) can be of good or poor quality depending on the site’s geological properties. The construction industry branch estimates that between 60–80 Mtonnes of this type of rock is extracted each year during various construction projects. Sometimes it can be reused in the current project or
transported for use in nearby projects. However, on many occasions significant amounts of tunnelling rock is not being reused but instead classed as a waste product and taken to a landfill site. This can be due to its properties (i.e., containing elevated amounts of harmful elements), or due to complexity around logistics and laws and legislation. In 2021–2022, the Swedish Environmental Protection Agency (SEPA) led a government assignment to investigate how the society better can take care of and reuse both soil and rock—i.e., shaft masses—that are excavated during infrastructure projects and construction sites (SEPA, 2022a). One of the outcomes of this assignment was a suggestion for the government to make it possible in certain cases to store masses on a site for more than 3 years. This is important for the purpose of reusing the masses in other projects, either as they are or after further processing into new products. One of the goals are to think of the shaft masses more in a way of products rather than just waste material. There is a strong need for an increased knowledge and coordination between different government agencies and industries around material supply planning and mass handling. To optimize the use of crushed new bedrock and strive towards circularity there is a need to classify the anthropogenic deposits, such as shaft masses, and reinstall its material content as valuable products. More knowledge and research are required on this subject. Deposits from anthropogenic sources need to play an important role in our society. Geological knowledge can be applied on such material and new methods for refining anthropogenic masses may be developed. In the future, geological surveys need to extend their roles from traditional geology to also classify and refine anthropogenic deposits striving towards a circular green economy.

Mining and Ore Processing Waste—Examples From the Swedish Mining Industry

The mining industry produces waste in several steps during the transformation from rock to metal: waste rock from in-mine blasting, waste gravel from crushing and initial separation of the ore, tailing sands from ore processing plants, and slag from metal extraction in foundries and smelters. In each of these steps, the product becomes enriched in the raw material(s) of interest. Any other raw materials, at the time of mining undesired for extraction, thereby become enriched in the different waste products, which makes mining waste and ore processing waste potential value as secondary raw materials (e.g., Blengini et al., 2019). Mine tailings has on and off been of interest for the extraction of additional minerals and/or materials. Extracting from tailings are a question of economic, environmental and social concerns (e.g., Pollmann et al., 2010). Globally there are several attempts to develop methods and models for resource estimations and re-use of tailings (e.g., Parviainen et al., 2020; Araya et al., 2021; Singo and Kramers, 2021; Blannin et al., 2022; 2023; Sarker et al., 2022). This includes methods, characterization on socio economical as well as environmental potentials and issues for both remediation and remining of tailings.

Over more than a thousand years of active mining in Sweden, the total waste rock production is estimated to at least 2.6 t and tailings to more than 1.5 t (SGU, 2022a). Approximate estimates of total metal contents in mining waste in Sweden include, e.g., 52 Mt iron, 1.2 Mt zinc, and 1.5 Mt phosphorus (SGU, 2014), i.e., considerable resources if extractable. However, these figures are highly uncertain, due to general unavailability of detailed data. Active mines in Sweden today collect and store information regarding the composition of their waste products, both to comply with environmental legalisation but also for potential future reprocessing. In contrast, data on historical mining are largely lacking, and the little information available is mostly limited to a few elements of interest and excludes trace elements and critical raw materials (CRMs, as defined by the European Commission, 2020b; Grohol and Veeh, 2023).

In recent years, mining waste has gained increased interest as a potential secondary resource for metals and minerals (Huisman et al., 2017), and especially so for CRMs (Blengini et al., 2019). The European Commission recently proposed legislation to force all EU member states to map all their occurrences of mining waste with respect to CRMs (European Commission, 2023), further underlining the importance of mining waste as a secondary resource. As part of the transition into a circular economy, the Swedish government has tasked the SGU with several governmental directives aimed to increase the knowledge about mining waste in Sweden. The early works included exploratory sampling of historical waste rock and tailings with the purpose to identify CRMs in previously unknown locations (Hallberg and Reginiussen, 2018), as well as the development of a systematic sampling method for waste rock heaps (Sädborn and Bäckström, 2018). These efforts were followed by further exploratory sampling, as well as targeted sampling of known CRM-bearing mining waste deposits, expanding the available data on mining waste in Sweden (Hallberg and Reginiussen, 2019; 2020).

In a recently concluded project, the SGU conducted detailed sampling and investigations of historic mining waste deposits selected based on previous data on contents of CRMs and other metals (Jonsson et al., 2023). Systematic sampling of waste rock, tailings, and pyrometallurgical slag was undertaken with the goal to characterize numerous mining waste occurrences and assessing their potential as secondary resources. Drilling and geophysical measurements allowed for analysis and characterization of tailings in three dimensions. Results indicate potentially recoverable concentrations and amounts of several CRMs and other raw materials in waste rock, tailings, and slag; viz. cobalt, phosphorus, rare earth elements, vanadium, tungsten, iron, copper, lead and zinc. However, due to the restricted size of most of the investigated objects, extraction is most likely only economically viable if performed in tandem with primary mining operations. The collected data were further used to develop an application and database for secondary resource potential following the United Nations Framework Classification (UNFC) for Resources to Minerals (UNECE, 2021). The purpose of this database is to highlight the potential of mining wastes as resources for CRMs and other raw materials.
Mining waste may also contain toxic elements and substances, such as arsenic, sulphur, and cadmium, all hazardous for health and the environment if leached into the groundwater, as observed at several locations in Sweden (e.g., Eriksson and Destouni, 1997; Hällström et al., 2020). To this end, SGU is currently responsible for procurement and execution of remediation and nature restoration efforts in areas with hazardous mining wastes. Such ventures mainly aim at encapsulating the toxic materials to prevent leaching to the groundwater, measures that may aggravate future exploration and re-beneficiation of the waste as a secondary mineral resource. Currently, the potential value of mining waste as a secondary mineral resource is generally not considered when planning restoration and remediation endeavours.

Recent studies conclude that lack of data and information act as a barrier, and that establishment of national databases and adoption of classification schemes are needed to bolster the potential extraction of resources from mining waste (Zibret et al., 2020; Suppes and Heuss-Abichtler, 2021). With a national mission to collect and provide geological data to the society, SGU is the natural host for such databases. Large amounts of data are readily available for compilation, but national campaigns for mapping, sampling and characterisation of mining waste are needed to obtain nationwide coverage of high quality, detailed data. Application of UNFC to the largest mineral waste deposits in Sweden should emphasize their potential as secondary resources of metals, minerals, and materials. SGU may also promote the development of a more holistic approach to remediation, by which extraction of resources during remediation both provides high-demand raw materials and reduces the total remediation costs for society.

**WHAT ROLE(S) SHOULD THE PUBLIC SECTOR HAVE?**

The public sector, and its institutions, are all contributors to shaping the society in different ways. Geological Surveys, Mining Authorities, Departments of infrastructure and housing, and similar public sector agencies are crucial for shaping the society into a sustainable one that complies to the goals set by Agenda 2030 (UN, 2015b), the Kunming-Montreal Global biodiversity framework (UN, 2022), and the Paris agreement (UN, 2015a).

**Classification of Anthropogenic Resources**

There are a few different classification systems for anthropogenically related geologies, as exemplified by the British Geological Survey (BGS) that uses a classification model for anthropogenic ground based mainly on the settings from which it was formed (Ford et al., 2014). However, to be able to utilize AG as a resource, there is a need to classify AG geology as a resource potential and in connection to such a classification also describe the potential role(s) geological surveys need to develop.

Winterstetter et al. (2021) showed that the United Nations Resource Classification system (UNFC; UNECE, 2018; UNECE, 2019) is highly useable for anthropogenic materials. They identified twelve challenges that needs to be addressed in conjunction to assess and classify anthropogenic geological deposits. Table 1 lists the challenges identified by Winterstetter et al. (2021) and is here complemented by an analysis by the authors on the identified knowledge needed to address each challenge as well as suggestions on what role geological surveys (and similar public sector organisations) needs to have/develop to obtain such knowledge.

From the analysis of Table 1, four possible areas are apparent where geological surveys and other public sector organisations may have a role. These are mapping, characterization, regulation/governance, and standardization of anthropogenic resources. Mapping is necessary to know where and how anthropogenic deposits and geology occurs. We need to know type as well as spatial and temporal scales. Characterization is needed to understand the resource behaviour (texture, homogeneity, etc.), its genesis (provenance, depositional history) and content (particles, chemistry, petrography). Regulation/governance and standardization are the social and societal connections to the resource uses and sets the desired way to incorporate the resources into sustainable socioeconomic and regulatory policies.

**Characterization of Anthropogenic Geology**

One role for public sector organisations (i.e., universities and governmental institutions) is to obtain knowledge and develop methodologies to measure and risk-assess the impact on nature and environment from anthropogenically sourced deposits. Knowledge on geochemical and other characteristics are essential for the circular use and handling of such materials. For this reason, there is a need to monitor and test weathering, biogeochemical behaviour and other factors that can make impact on the natural environment, as well as the functionality of the material itself. As pointed out by several authors (e.g., Chambers et al., 2016; Dijkstra et al., 2019), anthropogenically made materials do not have the same maturing processes as naturally derived materials and may contain chemically unstable compounds that are prone to leaching and contamination of the surrounding sedimentary environment. Still, knowledge of anthropogenic material behaviour may then be compared with natural analogues to evaluate the long-term effects of such deposits (Martin et al., 2016).

By using geological methodologies on anthropogenic settings, information comparable to natural geological settings can be obtained. An advantage with such an approach is that presentation and evaluation of the different geologies (natural and anthropogenic) can be made, avoiding some biased knowledge (but also perhaps creating other biases). However, deposited anthropogenic materials (aka technogenic) do not have the same properties and behaviour as natural geologic materials (aka geogenic). Novel methods for characterization are needed since the depositional history of the materials and sediments differ from naturally deposited materials. Geoscientists are suitable for such a task as they...
TABLE 1 | Results of an analysis on the twelve challenges as identified by Winterstetter et al. (2021) identifying knowledge needed to address each challenge as well as suggestions on what role geological surveys (and similar public sector organisations) needs to have and develop to obtain such knowledge.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Challenges for anthropogenic resource classification (sensu Winterstetter et al. 2021)</th>
<th>Type of knowledge needed</th>
<th>Role for a geological survey</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Unknown quantities of anthropogenic sources, such as end-of-life products, obsolete buildings, old landfills, hibernating infrastructure, make it difficult to plan extraction activities | Knowledge on the occurrence of type of anthropogenic geology | Geological mapping  
Mapping the anthropogenic geology as an integral part of the survey’s standard, mapping activity |
| The lack of information about the physical location, the accessibility and temporal availability of many anthropogenic (re)sources impedes their efficient use, involving “urban mining” from material stocks, and recycling and reuse of obsolete products and materials | Knowledge of the spatial and temporal scales and distribution of anthropogenic resources | Geological mapping  
Identifying and mapping associated Geosystem services (sensu Lundin Frisk et al., 2022) |
| The lack of information about the quality of anthropogenic material stocks and flows, in particular their composition and variability, including their constituent products, components, substances, and potential contaminants, poses a major problem for recovery | A better understanding of how to classify the properties of anthropogenic resources | Geological characterization of anthropogenic sedimentary settings |
| Inconsistent legal framework and insufficient organizational Infrastructure - Inadequate waste collection and recycling infrastructure leaves considerable amounts of resources uncaptured | Knowledge of the use of anthropogenic resources | Regulation principles and governance structures  
Synergies with other agencies and stakeholders to implement a broader acceptance |
| Unclear technical feasibility and project set-up - For some anthropogenic resources technical procedures to recover materials and/or to remove contaminants are immature, such as for the recovery of certain rare earth elements | Anthropic “ore-grade” and “ore-types” and fiberbank recovery | Prospectivity mapping of anthropogenic geological settings |
| Unclear economic viability and social and environmental impacts - The expected revenues for recovered anthropogenic resources or products often do not cover the extraction costs and/or the energy input, and the related emissions are not justified | Knowledge on the inferred sustainability (economic, social, environmental) effects from extraction and usage of the anthropogenic sources | Conceptual socioeconomic modelling of both anthropogenic and natural sourced geologic materials  
Others include LCA, proper feasibility study and EIA  
Develop interdisciplinary collaboration |
| Legal and regulatory barriers - Administrative burdens caused by legal and regulatory barriers can have negative impacts on the marketability for recycled materials | Knowledge on the needs and prerequisites necessary for legitimate anthropogenic resource extraction | Suggest new and adjusted mining laws and regulations, as well as providing knowledge on governing issues connected to legislation |
| Environmental, and safety concerns - The reinsetion of recyclates containing harmful constituents into the production life cycle may lead to the accumulation of hazardous substances, and their uncontrolled dispersal and accumulation in the natural and built environments | Knowledge on how chemical substances behave and react in anthropogenic and natural settings | Geochemical mapping, modelling, groundwater expertise |
| Uncertainty with respect to a reliable supply of anthropogenic materials - A stable supply depends on many factors, e.g., the quantities collected by local authorities, private waste operators and the informal sector, the separation technologies used and consumption and disposal behavior of individuals that influence the type and quantity of materials entering the waste stream | Circular business models need input on availability and uncertainties on anthropogenic and natural raw materials | Provide resource base maps on occurrence and data-quality knowledge (i.e., UNFC-data) |
| Quality and markets - Often there is a mismatch between the quality of the waste management outputs and the quality specifications for input raw materials used in product manufacturing. Or, despite sufficient quality, there are no markets due to missing communication between recyclers and producers | Knowledge on the characteristics, physical properties, and chemistry of anthropogenic raw materials and how these relate to natural raw materials | Geological, geochemical, and geotechnical characterization of both anthropogenic and natural geology |
| Public acceptance of materials’ quality - The quality of the materials recovered from anthropogenic | Knowledge on the characteristics, physical properties, and chemistry of anthropogenic raw materials and how these relate to natural raw materials | Standardization work from the results of quality demands versus the geological, geochemical, and (Continued on following page)
are equipped with the ability to work in a forensic systematic way. Geoscientists use shreds of evidence (impacts from past events) to reconstruct geological events and explain their causes. This way of thinking may be useful for the understanding of anthropogenic geology and geoscience.

**Anthropogenic Geology and New Concepts**

Geological surveys have knowledge on both the natural geological processes as well as societal processes and society’s demands of geological resources. From the position as a bridging role the geological surveys can get a good understanding of how the society creates anthropogenic geology. For instance, a sedimentary geological record is explained by its depositional history from natures geophysical forces (e.g., in petroleum geology and for sand and gravel resources). In natural systems the force of nature creates the geology, and the depositional history is a way to try and explain what conditions created a particular geological geology. Similarly, by knowing the socioeconomic “force of anthroposphere” one can explain the depositional history of a site through correlation in a similar manner to explanation of natural systems. As an example, one can easily attribute new cave systems caused by a demand of metals. We can explain the “depositional history” of such a cave through the mining activity. Even variations in the formation of the cave may be attributed to technologically driven forces. Another example also attributed to the metal demand from society is a tailings dam. The stratigraphy of a tailings dam shows the historical mining activities where changes in chemistry and sediments may correlate to the historical development in technology and needs.

Besides geology and natural science, anthropogenic geology calls for cross disciplinary science where political, social, and economic science are vital parts to fully understand its dynamics. This includes engineering science as well as archaeology and anthropology, cultural and economic geography and needed to create explanatory models for different anthropogenic deposits and features. Going back to the three examples presented above, all have very different socioeconomic backgrounds. The fiberbanks are the result of an increasing global need of paper that in turn results in the manufacturing of pulp as a raw material. The waste of such an activity is cellulose fibres. For masses, construction and the human need for buildings and infrastructure drives the development of different masses. And in the third example the same needs for metals that creates new cave systems are also responsible for the creation of fine-grained sand deposits as the waste products of ore beneficiation into tailings deposits. By characterizing and ground truthing such depositional environments with their respective socioeconomic process, the geologist will be able to interpret the different historic anthropogenic deposits without having the full socioeconomic picture for such a deposit. On the other hand, a geologist will also be able to predict the anthropogenic geology that will be created from a certain given socioeconomic process. This knowledge will be vital for understanding the benefits anthropogenic geology can provide as geosystem services as well as determine the “resource potential” from such AG processes in a CE context.

**Why Public Sector Organisations?**

Do public sector organisations like geological surveys need to collect and interpret anthropogenic geology? Industry and the private sector do in some areas have better knowledge and access to data and information for characterization than geological surveys. For example, the ground engineering industry (geotechnical and civil engineers) encounter the products of human activity regularly and consider it for the design of new structures. Private sector organisations do play a vital role for the development of a sustainable use of anthropogenic geological resources. However, the strength of a public sector organisation lies in its role as a provider of common and accessible information vital for all sectors of a society. Most private sector data is private due to business factors, etc. However, some data and information derived from, for example, ground engineering may be considered as a public domain. For instance, ground data for construction on artificial
ground is of high importance for city planning, permitting as well as the public domain. Such data needs to be open, accessible, and trustworthy. This does not mean that the public sector needs to do the investigations, instead they need to have enough knowledge and expertise to be able to know its qualities and to make objective conclusions. This can be described as an interplay between industry, academia, and the public (agencies, politics, etc.; Figure 3) where the role of a state in this context towards industry lies in the development of the framing of the business and discipline through different governance and legislative tools. Also, spatial planning on a societal level is highly needed to develop urban mining as a part of urban development and fabric. Perhaps one of the most important roles for the public sphere is to provide society with information, knowledge and data that is needed to fulfill political goals and for people and business to be able to comply with rules and legislations. Today, a lot of anthropogenic geology is either considered as infilled land, or as a waste and a contaminant. But, as stated in the introduction of this paper, human forces move and deposit materials more than 24 times of what natural forces do, AG will be a dominating geology for human resource needs in the near future if we are to fulfil the needs of humanity sustainably.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

This paper and the discussions within can be summarized into the following points:

- Anthropogenic geology (AG) is the study of geological materials and morphologies created, reshaped, or otherwise modified by humans and human activity. It is driven by socio-economic processes, like market demand and economic development and results in a novel type of geology and geologic landscape.

- The history of anthropogenic geology can be seen as a document of the human technological development and is often referred as technogenic ground or artificial ground. However, AG can be attributed to a wider geology of new compounds, materials and morphologies.

- Although AG can be seen as a part of environmental geology, it differs contextually as AG is the geology created by human processes while environmental geology is defined as the interaction of humans with the geological environment and has as such a wider scope including human effects on both natural and man-made processes.

- The importance of AG is attributed to its role in sustainability science and can be related to concepts like “Circular Economy,” “Secondary resources,” “Urban Geology” as well as more general concepts of eco-and geosystem services.

- Anthropogenic geology is here exemplified by three different “geologies” from Sweden; fiberbanks off the coast in the Baltic Sea, derived from the extensive pulp and paper industry in the region; excavation masses from infrastructure and construction; and secondary resources from present and past mine tailings in the central and northern parts of the country.

- The public sector role for promoting AG as a resource and a discipline includes four major areas: mapping, characterization, regulation/governance, and standardization of anthropogenic resources.

- The strength of a public sector organisation lies in its role as a provider of common and accessible information vital for all sectors of a society, and can be described as an interplay between industry, academia, and the public, where the role of a state in this context towards industry lies in the development of the framing of the business and discipline through different governance and legislative tools.

A conclusion from this paper is that anthropogenic activity is taking over as a major geological force and in order to understand and interpret this “new” geology we also need to understand the complexity that drives its process, its socioeconomic geological model, and its role for sustainability.
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